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Sorry we’re late!  It’s been the 
busiest cub season we’ve ever 
experienced.  As I write, we’ve 
rescued our 300th cub of the year 
– a figure we’ve never hit before.
Under those circumstances, writing a 
newsletter tends to drift down the list 
of priorities and, where we normally 
like to be in touch during April, here 
we are well into July.

The season began well, with a 
good number of reportedly ‘lost’ 
or ‘abandoned’ cubs successfully 
reunited with their parents.  These 
are the most satisfying rescues of 

all, because we can never be more 
than second best in the parent 
stakes and getting more than 50 
cubs back with their families over  
the season was a great result.

Rose was the first of those that 
couldn’t go back.  Separated from 
her family, she was under attack by 
magpies that, given her tiny size, 
they probably took for a mouse.

Then there was Taffy, found amongst 
the spring daffodils.  The pair were 
soon joined by Winnie and then by 
the overly cheerful Maisie, who was 
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not immediately welcomed by the 
others due to her inability to lie still 
and go to sleep!

A couple of London East End 
gangsters were inadvertently 
unearthed during garden renovations 
and we named them Ronnie and 
Reggie.

Pepper was found on a housing 
development and Stanley in an 
open car park, both hypothermic 
and dehydrated.  Others in a similar 
condition included Toby, Parker and 
Courtney.

Then came our first family groups – 
The Deckers and The Wellies – who 

had clearly lost their mothers and 
were very close to expiring.

Billie, Snow and siblings Hazel and 
Acorn arrived.  Then another pair 
of siblings called The Bells, found 
shivering in an overturned wheelie 
bin.  We saved the female but lost 
the male - by the time some of these 
fellas get to us they are in a bad way.  
Thus, we also lost Portia, Jerry and 
Louis but got Walter through after he 
was found soaking wet and freezing 
beneath a parked van.

Raven was a stroppy little red midget 
and Lawrence an underweight but 
determined survivor.  They became 
great friends and were soon joined by 
Copper.

The Strawberries were found in a hay 
barn by a farm worker, The Russets on 
an apple farm. Captain Morgan was 
tucked between barrels outside a 
pub and brothers Chutney and Cole 
were found in a derelict outhouse 
with two dead adults – possibly the 
parents - that appeared to have died 
from severe mange.  

Felix was handed in to a cat sanctuary 
as a ‘lost kitten’.  Dumpling, Mabel 
and Nettle were mauled by dogs and, 
judging by the scratches on her head 
and body, a cat had got to Athena.  
What happened to Demelza we don’t 
know but one eye was bulging and 
useless and her sister Morwenna also 
had head and shoulder injuries.  All 
came through well.

Another dog attack victim was 
Arthur, who had a torn ear and 
was dragging a useless front leg.  It 
wasn’t fractured but medication 
and massage made little difference 
to his mobility until veterinary 
physiotherapist Charly Mustarde 
offered to take his case on for free – 
she’s done this before, bless her  

heart – and asked if we had a spare 
electric toothbrush!  What?  Yes, 
matter of fact, we had!

So we tickled his toes and pad 
with the revolving toothbrush whilst 
continuing with the massage.  Within 
four days, Arthur was using the leg 
again.  Something to do with ‘waking 
up the nerve memory’, we understand.  
Well, strictly speaking, no, we don’t 
understand!  But, job done, the crinkly-
eared Arthur is now fully functional, so 
thanks a million to Charly.

The Marbles were covered in fly eggs 
and maggots and wouldn’t have 
lasted much longer.  We saved two 
and lost one.  We also lost Brunel, 
Dotty, Vandyke and, after a two 
week up and down battle with 
pneumonia, the plucky little Squeak.

The Crispies were another 
disappointment. They came in with 
some sort of oily substance on their 
bodies that had also affected their 
eyes and mouths.  It didn’t look 
promising but we cleaned them up 
and they eventually began to take 
food.  But no sooner had we thought 
they were out of the woods, they 
began to decline and turn yellow.  
Jaundice!  We can only assume 
young and vulnerable renal systems 
were unable to clear whatever that 
substance was from their bodies.  

On the upside, we got Patch, Toots, 
Belter, Harriet, Pye and Moss back on 
their feet and against the odds – and 
Barney Mimosa, who was named by 
two people simultaneously and so 
ended up with both a first name and 
a surname!

We receive all too many foxes – 
cubs and adults alike – suffering with 
constriction injuries.  This is when they 
become caught in discarded garden 
netting or kids’ football and tennis 
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nets not stored away for the winter.  
As the animal struggles so the net 
tightens and it becomes impossible 
to get free.  In the worst cases, the 
resulting loss of blood supply to a 
limb will cause the flesh to die back 
to the bone and, depending on 
what you have left of the animal, 
you may have a ‘Hobson’s Choice’ 
between amputation or euthanasia.  
So sad that the result of a simple 
failure to tidy up our environment 
results in such tragedy.

In the case of the group we called 
Network the culprit was camouflage 
netting used as a child’s den.  The 
family found the three cubs on their 
return from a week’s holiday and the 
cubs couldn’t have been trapped 

for too much of that time or they 
would certainly have died.  Happily, 
treatment prevented the constrictions 
to legs and neck from doing their worst 
and all three cubs recovered fully.

A householder had heard a cub 
calling for 24 hours but hadn’t been 
able to locate him.  When she finally 
found him trapped between parallel 
fences, Arlo’s sibling was dead and 
partially eaten – we’d guess by rats 
– and he would soon have died and 
gone the same way.

Slipper was picked up on a motorway 
slip road, dehydrated and with 
pus-filled eyes.  During the course of 
the rescue, our volunteer spotted a 
dead, lactating vixen by the grass 
verge.  Realising it could be Slipper’s 

mother, she returned several times 
in the vain hope she’d spot more 
cubs.  Incredibly, after two days, she 
located and rescued two more – a 
Pair of Slippers!

Jean Rolfe has rescued and cared 
for numerous wild creatures over 
the years but, at the start of 2019, 
she hadn’t expected to join The Fox 
Project’s volunteer foster team.   It all 
happened rather quickly!

Many of you will have read the story 
in the media about Jean’s son, Chris, 
a Sussex sheep farmer.  Driving home 
one night, he came across a vixen 
that had been killed on the road 
and pulled over in order to move the 
body off the road.  He then spotted 
movement, realised the vixen was 
pregnant, and did something only 
someone with his experience might 
have considered.

Having previously carried out an 
emergency C-section on a dead 
ewe in order to save her lamb, he 
described ‘instinct kicking in’, opened 
up the dead vixen, pulled out four 
cubs and rushed them to Jean, 
where he knew they’d get a chance.

Frankly, without the vixen’s colostrum, 
the odds would not have been good 
and one of the cubs, named Ginger, 
began to fade.  It was at this point Jean 
contacted The Fox Project for advice, 
which we were happy to provide.

It’s fair to say we were a little 
apprehensive.  All too often, 
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someone that has rescued a cub 
calls to ask how they can raise it as a 
pet – something we strongly oppose 
- and we’ve grown suspicious.  But 
Jean was adamant that her ultimate 
goal was to get the litter back to the 
wild and when we saw how expertly 
she had brought these little people 
on, we figured she should hold on to 
them and get them to an age where 
we could start the process of re-
wilding them through our system.

That process began in mid-May, since 
when Ginger, Biscuit, Little Tip and 
Big Tip (named after the size of their 
white tail tips) have already become 
properly wild, cautious juveniles under 
our collective name of The Ginger 
Biscuit Clan.

And Jean?  Completely hooked!  
She’s now become a permanent Fox 
Project fosterer and has since cared 
for two more litters of cubs.  Win-win 
situation for everyone concerned.



Almost 420,000 people follow The 
Fox Project on Facebook and we 
like to keep followers interested 
by publishing frequent posts, 
photographs and videos about our 
work.  Most folk understand perfectly 
well what we do, how we do it and 
why but, just occasionally, someone 
will express reservations.

Concerns include, “You can’t put 
those cubs back in the wild.  They’ll 
be hunted and killed”, “You’ve 
brought them up on the bottle.  
They’re tame and won’t know how to 
hunt” and “You shouldn’t release that 
vixen back in South London.  It’s not 
safe and it’s not natural.  It should be 
released in the countryside!”

We rescue around 900 foxes per 
year.  Following treatment, adults 
always go back to their home territory 
because releasing them elsewhere 
immediately reduces their chance of 
survival by 50% - they don’t know the 
territory, the competition, the food 
and habitat resources or the dangers 
from domestic pets.  

And releasing an urban fox in a rural 
area is even worse.  Being raised 
amidst concrete may not fit the 
idealised picture of a wild fox, but if 
bricks and mortar are what you know, 
and your family hasn’t experienced 
rural life for many generations, trees 
and fields are frightening and beyond 
your understanding.

For good reason, laws have been 
in place to prevent that sort of 

Wild Because They Want to Be
wrong-headed intervention since 
the Abandonment of Animals Act 
1960.  We strongly support and adhere 
to those laws to a point where we 
have a standing reward of £1000 
for anyone providing information 
leading to a conviction.   To date, we 
have never had to pay because no 
prosecutions have been brought, but 
we are aware of a number of cases 
where evidence exists of both ‘pest 
controllers’ dumping urban foxes in the 
countryside and of members of the 
foxhunting fraternity re-stocking their 
hunting areas by the same means.    

Cubs are a different matter.  They arrive 
from every type of environment but 
are too young and inexperienced to 
know the difference.  Releasing them 
at the end of summer – when natural 
annual dispersal begins for wild-raised 
cubs – comes at the end of a careful 
process of grouping them up into new 
‘families’ under a system that gradually 
estranges them for human association.  
By the time our cubs are three months 
old, even those hand-raised on the 
bottle don’t like us one bit – well, 
maybe just the bit that says “Here 
comes the chef.  Give him a smile!”

And no matter where they originated, 
the groups are released only in rural 
areas or on the edge of suburbia 
leading onto open land.  Why?

Well, when you open the pen door, 
some won’t emerge for hours, 
because it’s all a bit suspicious and 
scary.  Others may let themselves out 
and hang around for a while.  A few 
will take the opportunity to run off into 
the night like demons!  But they won’t 
go very far; just into nearby cover 
where they can keep their heads 
down and think things through.

Now, running like a demon into a 
field, woodland or under a hedgerow 
is fine, because there are no 
immediate hazards.  But doing the 
same in an urban area is going to 
take you across a road very soon and 
traffic is the greatest predator a fox 
faces – particularly an inexperienced 
cub on its first night in the wild.

Another aspect to this, should the 
cub get across the road by the skin of 
its teeth, is that it may not risk coming 
back.  And having the option to 
return to ‘home base’ provides an 

important security blanket, as food 
will be left in the porch of the release 
pen for as long as the cubs need it it.

Naturally, we try to ensure the release 
site is as safe as possible, and the 
person who owns the land – who will 
be responsible for feeding the cubs 
and cleaning-out the pen during these 
last few weeks in our care – is usually 
able to provide information that tells us 
what potential hazards are out there.

Some will be obvious, such as busy 
roads, and farmers and landowners 
that rehab for us are particularly 
useful as they will know if hunting or 
shooting regularly takes place in the 
vicinity.  By far our biggest concern is 
organised pheasant shooting, where 
gamekeepers are employed to kill 
virtually anything – furred or feathered 
and regardless whether protected or 
endangered – to defend the semi-
tame birds they plan to assassinate 
later in the year.  Such sites are 
avoided.

And can our cubs cope and survive 
after being hand-raised?  Of course, 
they can!  If we didn’t believe they 
could, why would we work 24 hours a 
day for five months?  Obviously, some 
won’t ultimately make it.  But most will, 
and the best we can offer is a second 
chance, not a guarantee.  

And, of course, cubs raised by their 
natural mothers get no guarantee, 
either.  It’s tough out there.  What we 
do know from our rehabbers is that 
cubs released on their sites sometimes 
return year-on-year, always cautious, 
never tame and sometimes bringing 
their own cubs to learn where the 
snacks that supplement natural prey 
come from.  

And that’s all we need to know; 
someone got a second bite of the 
cherry they wouldn’t have had if 
we hadn’t been there when they 
needed us.

The alternative?  Consigning 300 
cubs per year to life imprisonment?  
Leaving aside the impracticality, 
anyone who has seen a four month 
old cub – a hand-raised but now 
fully wild cub - pacing the wire as the 
instinct to disperse and determine 
its own territory kicks in, could never 
think jail was a better option to life on 
that animal’s own terms.
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Please fill in the above form 
and return by post to:

The Fox Project, The Lodge, Kings Toll Road, Pembury, Kent TN2 4BE
01892 824111   •   fox@foxproject.org.uk   •   www.foxproject.org.uk

HOW YOU CAN SUPPORT THE FOX PROJECT

Gift Aid Declaration

I wish to Gift Aid any donation shown here and any donations I make in the future or have made in the past 12 months 
to Southern Wildlife Ambulance Network / The Fox Project (charity no: 1044928)” 

Title: ______   Name: ____________________________________   Signed: _________________   Dated: ________________

Title: ______   Name: ________________________________________________________________________________________

Address:____________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________ Post Code: ___________________________________________

Telephone number:___________________________________ Email: _______________________________________________   
Please send all future communications by email

I enclose a cheque to value £ ____________ or my Credit/Debit card details are as follows 

No:                                                                      Expiry Date:               / 
Security No:                       (last three digits on reverse of card)

 

 

If you prefer, you can make a secure donation online through our website www.foxproject.org.uk 
by clicking the “Donate Now” button.  By using this option we never see your credit / debit card 
details and your transaction is safe.

Standing Order Authority

Name of your Bank:_______________________________________ Branch Title:______________________________________________

Address of your Bank: ______________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Your Account Name: _______________________________________ Account No: _______________ Sort Code: _______________

“Please pay the sum of £__________ from the above account on the ____________ day of each month/year 

commencing ________________ to Natwest PLC, 130 High Street, Tonbridge, Kent TN9 1DE for the credit of: 

Southern Wildlife Ambulance Network/The Fox Project, Account No: 81996950 Sort Code: 60-21-28”

Signed: _______________________________________________________________ Dated: __________________________________



 

Privacy Statement

Further to recent changes to Data Protection laws, we would like to make it clear that we do not share your data with any other 
company or charity.

Neither do we store credit and debit card details.  These are destroyed immediately following any transaction and are never shared 
– even within the organisation – by email or other form of written communication. In this and other regards we are obliged to comply 
with annual security assessments stipulated by Worldpay.

Our full Privacy Statement may be viewed on our website or mailed to you on request.


